
Excess hair? Not anymore!
Flash X-Press, latest generation laser technology, with treatments in half the time

compared with pulsed light: shorter and much more pleasant sessions

with higher quality and longer lasting results

www.baldangroup.it
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Introduction of the laser

for hair removal in beauty treatments

The Baldan Group presents laser development in beauty treatments

In the last year we have experienced several changes in the field of beauty following the Decree 

of 12.05.2011.

A very interesting opportunity for beauty salons has emerged from these regulations, giving 

them the possibility to use the laser diodes (808nm – your technical details – informative 21B).

This is destined to become a huge business opportunity for beauticians, reducing by five times 

the execution times of sessions,  to the advantage of the cost of sessions that, compared with 

pulsed light, can be reduced.

The Baldan Group, a leading group in the field of beauty presents             ,

an extremely new laser diode,  with a high performance level.

                     revolutionizes the rules of progressively permanent hair removal.

Legs treatedwith Flash X-Press 100% result
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The project represents a business opportunity for beauty centres who want to offer their customers innovation 

and development of the field of beauty.

With Flash X-Press, beauticians can drastically improve the quality of the service of hair removal in their own 

salon and offer it to all clients thanks to the limited costs, standing out thanks to the extremely high quality and 

professionalism of this service.

The Flash X-Press project is based on three important elements:

The diode laser technology destined to revolutionise the rules of hair removal (times and costs)

A cosmetic range specifically created to guarantee the very best results before and after treatment

Marketing activities and instruments for the promotion of sales

www.baldangroup.it

The                                   project

HAIR REMOVAL TIME 

USING PULSED LIGHT

HAIR REMOVAL TIME 

WITH FLASH XPRESS

The light released by the diode laser has a wavelength with a peak of emission of 808 nm, that 

allows for an increase in selectivity between the hair and the surrounding skin, succeeding in 

achieving greater depth in terms of penetration, with less collateral effects on the skin.

The hair removal laser is included in the norm dated 12th May 2011 (informative notes n. 21b) 

and a power of up to 40 joules/cm2 is permitted, with emission times of up to 300 milliseconds 

(the values of our equipment).

The technology of

EXAMPLE OF A FLASH X-PRESS SESSION

ON THE SHOULDERS OF A MAN



TECHNICAL INFORMATIVE NOTE N. 21B

Category: DEFOCALISED BEAUTY LASER FOR HAIR REMOVAL

List of equipment:  Laser for beauty hair removal

The technical note, together with harmonized technical norms to be applied, can be found on page 76 of the 

Official Journal n. 163 dated 15th July 2011

In the introductory part of the previous note related to electrical hair removal devices and light pulse devices, 

it has been stated that photo-hair removal is an effect based on thermolysis of the bulb of the hair produced 

selectively by means of light radiation impulses and/or infrared light (photo-thermolysis).

Photo-induced selective thermolysis can only be achieved using sources that release impulses of radiation of 

a wavelength included within a specific range.

Impulses with the requested characteristics can be achieved through special discharge lamps, duly filtered, 

dealt with in the previous note regarding hair removers or through pulsed lasers.

The lasers are ideal sources to work in a pulsed regime.  Furthermore, the radiation released is monochro-

matic (one sole and specific wavelength) and should not be filtered as it is sufficient to choose a laser that 

releases inside the spectral interval in question.

The laser source, by virtue of the data related to the wavelength, density of energy and duration of the im-

pulse, contained in the note and indicated here below, is class  4, the class associated to maximum risk.

Surprisingly, the class classification of the lasers used for hair removal treatment is a figure that does not ap-

pear.

It is important to remember that the harmonized European norm currently applicable describes the sources 

of class 4 as lasers that are normally dangerous in the case of direct vision of the beam and are also capable 

of generating dangerous reflections.  They may cause damage to the skin and may also represent a danger 

of fire. Their use requires extreme caution. When, in the specific case, radiation consists of A infrared radiation 

that is not visible, but penetrates into the eyes and is focalized just like light, direct vision of the beam has the 

meaning of direct exposure to the beam.

it is important to remember that, in cases that must be avoided at all costs, of ocular exposure directly to the 

beam, the density of energy that goes into the cornea close to the pupil, due to focalization produced by the 

cornea and by the crystalline and on the retina, may be amplified (greater) even by more than 1000.

TECHNICAL-DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 

The note describes the equipment as “a pulsed laser developed and built for use in the field of beauty and 

duly defocalised exclusively for hair removal treatments”.  And it goes on to say: “in order to treatments to be 

efficient and safe, the laser spot must be greater than or equivalent to 10 mm, the density of energy should 

not exceed 40 joules/sqm., the maximum duration of impulse should be T=300 ms and the wavelength should 

be within a range of 800 and 1200 nanometres”. The wavelength values indicated clearly show that laser 

sources that only release A infrared radiation can be used in laser hair removal systems. The limit of energy 

density, 40 joules/sq.cm, represents the maximum value that cannot be exceeded, related to a single impulse 

and it should be checked at any point in the beam section (“spot”) on the skin.

The control of this parameter is very important for purposes related to the efficiency and safety of the treat-

ments and requires the use of sophisticated and expensive measuring instruments (profiler beams).  It is im-

portant to remember that the density of energy of each single impulse is defined by the product of the power 

density for the entire duration of the impulse. Presuming a duration of the impulse of 300 ms (0.3 seconds), 

the density of maximum power, so as not to exceed the aforementioned limit, is 40/0.3=133.3 watts/sq.cm.   

The minimum dimension of the “spot” corresponds to the minimum diameter of the section of the beam leav-

ing the lever.  In a defocalised beam, the density of energy and power reduces as the distance of the source 

that is the window of the lever, increases.

It must be highlighted that measurement of power, or the density of power, alone is not sufficient to assess 

the efficiency of the treatment or the level of risk as the crucial parameter in exposure to impulses is the den-

sity of energy that the density of power as well as the duration of the impulse, depend on.

If the fibre optic is released from the lever, the beam that is released from the fibre substantially maintains the 

same characteristics and the same potential danger as the laser source.

The note defines some characteristics of the equipment as “adequate”, such as: safety devices such as contact 

probes, an energy measurer that controls the level of emission and any possible means of protection that 

enclose emission within the area of treatment.

Reliable measurers of energy are not stupid instruments and in order for them to become sources of error it 

would be necessary to provide for a regular revision/recalibration.

Furthermore, the means of protection provided with the equipment supplied by the manufacturer should 

include suitable goggles in a sufficient quantity to protect the operator and his client.

METHOD OF APPLICATION, OF USE AND PRECAUTIONS

The note states that “the treatment should be carried out by beauticians who have received from the manu-

facturer or from any other competent authority, adequate training with regards to safety aspects” (indicated in 

the user manual) and for technical aspects of the treatments themselves.

The desired result “requires a certain number of sessions (normally 10).  The sessions should be carried out 

once a month”.

The number and interval clearly refer to sessions in which the same area of the skin is treated.  The hair 

removal effect produced by selective photo-thermolysis depends a lot on various parameters, the majority of 

which are subjective, as determined by genetic factors.

The most important ones are: “a) the colour of the hair; b) the part of the body to be treated; c) the phase of 

growth in which the hair is when treatment is carried out; d) the phototype of the individual to be treated; e) 

the thickness of the hair (fine-medium-thick)”.

Before carrying out the treatment the skin must be cleaned, hair must be shaved and the programme on 

the machine must be set by complying strictly with the suggestions given by the manufacturer through the 

relative tables, that explain how to optimize the results in the variation of parameters previously indicated.  

Furthermore it is important to “use a skin cooling system, that can be developed through contact with a cold 

wall or by using air and/or cryogenic gas, or through the application of a layer of cold gel or an equivalent 

product.  The emission should be carried out after activation of a dual manual or pedal command”.

The owner of the beauty parlour must be in charge of: “1) maintaining safety controls (specific for the laser 

equipment); 2) providing training to any other person using (or to those who collaborate in its use) the laser 

equipment; 3) providing information (specific for the laser equipment) to those receiving the beauty treatment 

and to any other visitor”.  Furthermore, “controls, information and specific training methods for laser equip-

ment depend on the class of the laser and must be requested directly from the manufacturer-supplier of the 

laser equipment, especially if not clearly indicated in the user manual”.

This last case contemplated in the notes appear to be contradicting because, first of all, the supply of a de-

tailed user manual with the laser equipment is obligatory and secondly it seems excessive to demand that the 

user should decide whether or not the user manual is sufficiently clear and satisfies the indications provided 

in the notes.  It is clear that some of the obligations and responsibilities previously indicated involve the owner 

of the beauty parlour as well as the manufacturer-distributor.

Finally, the notes state that: “those who use laser equipment must recognize the meaning of the laser classes, 

of the entire contents of the warning labels of the laser equipment, of the risks to eyes and skin of the various 

types of laser, of the possible interaction with objects in the surrounding environment and the efficiency of 

eye protection”.

Complying with the prescriptions and with the obligations described is a binding duty that requires a wide 

range of knowledge.

The notes related to this equipment also contains indications incorrectly presented as warnings.  They 

integrate the aspects previously discussed with regards to eye protection, the contents of the user manual, 

signals and suitability of the premises destined for the equipment itself.



 The density of energy (FLUENCE): a vital parameter for treatment with pulsed laser.

      The higher the fluence, the most efficient the treatment.

 The number of spots per second (FREQUENCY): the number of Spots that the diode Laser 

      releases in one second. It is technically called Frequency/Hertz.

      The equipment has a number of Hertz (Spot) from 1 to a maximum of 12 Hz per second..

It is efficient

on any kind of hair 

(excluding grey, white, red and light blond)

and skin

(also on V and VI phototypes)

It reduces by five times

compared with classical

treatments of pulsed light,

With higher and longer

lasting results.
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The vital parameters

of diode laser are:



PHASE 1 EPIL CHECK

Hair is small, thin and filiform formation that grows on the skin. The hair is short and silky on most of the body, while in some specific parts (head, pubes and arm-

pits) it is longer and of a different type. Chemically speaking hair consists of a range of keratin filament, a sclero-protein that is produced in the deepest layers of the 

epidermis. From here the keratin migrates towards the upper layers and becomes thicker in specific cells, they lose their nucleus and are called cornea. These dead 

cells rich with keratin and there very hard and full of fiber, form the hair. As far as the rest is concerned, the hair only consists of dead cells covered with thick and thin 

scales, therefore the corneum cells as indicated above. At the root of the hair, covered with blood vessels and in contact with nerves, there are always another two 

structures present, a sebaceous gland and an erector muscle of the hair; the first can be found in correspondence with the follicle  hair and, through this, a fatty and 

oily substance is released, the sebum, with the objective of softening the skin. The second, however, much smaller than normal skeletal muscles, is connected directly 

to the hair and contracting it is capable of causing the phenomenon of horripilation, commonly called “goose skin”.

Complete and detailed anamnesis of the skin and hair
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WE HAVE NEARLY 
REACHED PERFECTION

Everybody that has excess hair, excluding 

white, grey, light red and blond hair, as they have 

practically no melanin, can be subject to laser hair 

removal treatment.



Skin photo-type (TSS) is a system of classification developed by a famous American dermatologist (Thomas Fitzpatrick, 1919-2003) based on the sensitivity of a per-

son to sunlight. Six different types of phototype exist, according to the characteristics of the individual and the reaction to exposure to UV rays. 

Phototype I: Individuals with very light skin, very often with freckles, blond or red hair, light coloured eyes. This type of skin is very sensitive and develops a clear in-

dication of erythema with every unprotected exposure to the sun.  The reaction to UV rays is extremely high, with serious risk of permanent damage. Tanning is very 

light or completely inexistent.

Phototype II: Individuals with light skin, often with freckles, dark blonde or light brown hair, light or dark eyes.  This type of skin is delicate and tends to burn easily 

especially after intensive exposure to the sun.  Tanning is light and gives the skin a golden colour.

Phototype III: This is the most common type in western countries.  Individuals with light brown skin, light brown hair, light or dark eyes.  This type of skin may burn 

following intensive exposure to the sun.  Tanning is marked and uniform.

Phototype IV: Individuals with olive coloured or dark skin, dark brown or black hair and dark eyes.  This type of skin is not very sensitive and rarely reacts to intensive 

exposure to the sun.  Tanning is very intense.

Phototype V: Individuals with a brown or olive coloured skin, black hair and dark eyes.  This type of skin never reacts to exposure to the sun.

Phototype VI: Individuals with black skin, black hair and dark eyes.  There is no difference in following exposure to the sun. 

BEAUTY PASSES THROUGH THE SKIN

THE EVALUATION IMPORTANCE OF SKIN PHOTOTYPE

www.baldangroup.it

 Flash X-Press efficient on all skin phototypes



PREPARE YOUR CLIENT FOR THE VERY BEST RESULTS WITH FLASH X-PRESS

PHASE 2: THE TREATMENT

Prepare the skin using the active Neo D Derm cosmetics

Choose, from the selection on the touch screen, the skin phototype (you can see the approximate parameters of use of the laser)

Spread the “laser compatible” gel on the area to be treated

Carry out the suitable Flash X-Press treatment according to the methods and operative protocols indicated and only after having put on 

         the goggles provided (operator and client)

Complete the session by delicately cleaning the area treated, removing residues of gel and applying the lenitive cosmetic Neo D Derm
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NOTES



MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!
BECOME A SPECIALISED CENTRE

IN LASER HAIR REMOVAL!
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